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Macedonia, who had been able to solidify all Macedonia under his power. Alexander
the Great, following in his father's footsteps, not only ruled Greece, but conquered
Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, and Persia as far east as the Indus. As monarchy was imposed
once again in Greece, a long political process was consummated, a process that had
started in kingly rule, shifted to aristocracy, then to tyranny, then to democracy, and
finally back to monarchy again. But now the kingship was imperial in scope, not local
nor tribal nor limited to the confines of a single city-state.
When Alexander died in 323 B.C., a series of wars ensued and three large units
emerged, Macedonia, Syria, and Egypt, each under its own Hellenistic ruler and each
carrying on wars against the others, until all were finally brought under the sway of
Rome by 30 B.C. The ruling classes in the Hellenistic empires of the Middle East were
largely Greeks and Macedonians who brought their Greek culture and education with
them. Athens maintained a democratic form of constituion and a cultural aura, but the
vitality of democracy was smothered with the loss of political independence.
Contrasting Educational Roads to
Citizenship in the Polls
One of the most persuasive ideas that guided the conduct of generations of Greek
citizens was the belief that the polis provided the best means by which the individual
could come to the complete realization of himself. When the conception of the state
focused upon military dictatorship, as in Sparta, the individual was expected to accept
the discipline of becoming a superb soldier. When the conception of the state was
democratic, flexible, and generous, as in Athens at its best, then the individual was
expected to develop his humane capacities to their fullest extent in order to be a
citizen worthy of his state. When the two ideals came into mortal conflict in the fifth
century B.C., thoughtful men of different political, economic, and intellectual persua-
sions tried to formulate what mental and moral habits should be developed by citizens
of the polis to enable them to cope with the rapidly changing social and cultural
conditions of the florescent period. In this process educational theory was born. For
the first time in history men began to give special thought and attention to the role of
education in building and maintaining their civilization.
It was in this period of brilliant but tense social change that the Sophists
appeared on the scene in Athens as an educational phenomenon of the golden age. The
Sophists were mainly itinerant teachers who came from Asia Minor and the Aegean
Islands, attracted by the active life of Athens. They reflected both the glory of the
ideal of democratic citizenship and also the flaw in its practice. On the positive side,
the Sophists heralded a wholly new form of political education based on development
of the skills and knowledge needed by the citizen to undertake his varied roles in the
new democratic polis.
What made the educational approach of the Sophists so new was that it appealed
directly to the aspirations of the individual citizen, not as a means of inducting him
into a privileged association or corporate body of scribes or of training him for a
specialized occupation or vocation. What the Sophists did was to stress the need for
education in the use of verbal and written language as a competence that all citizens
should have for the performance of their private and public activities. The earlier

